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Electronic
Hospital Lockers
The storage solution for your
hospital staff

Lockers for your hospital staff.

The storage solution for
hospital staff
Ubilock has many functions that optimize the use and

Our locker system is so extensive that you can choose

management of the electronic lockers. Users can use the

which functions and options the lockers should have. The

lockers flexibly or can be assigned to a permanent locker.

most common and useful functions for hospital lockers are

Because employees in a healthcare institution or hospital

listed in the features at the bottom of this page. However,

regularly work in shifts, the lockers can be provided with time

it is possible to apply any conceivable functionality to our

settings to prevent the claim of a locker. The administrator

locker system. So you get a complete locker system with

has all rights to apply these types of time settings or view

lockers of your choice that are completely to your liking.

the use / history of the lockers.
In hospitals or care institutions, good hygiene is of
paramount importance. Partly because of this aspect,
the locker system can be equipped with a function that
allows cleaning scheduling to be set. The administrator can
indicate via the system that a cleaning must be scheduled,
so that the designated lockers will be out of use during the
specified period, so that a cleaning team can clean the
lockers within this period.
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Hassle-free management
of personnel lockers

Schedule your cleaning of the lockers

The ubilock locker system is the solution if you are looking
for a reliable locker system for hospital employees. Our
electronic locker system can be equipped with many
different functions and options as desired. Olssen is happy
to provide you with a solution with easy management and
safe use for your employees.

High-tech lockers in the
look you want

Can be linked to your existing badge system.

Suitable for changing and regular users

In addition to our advanced locker system, we also offer a
wide range of locker cabinets in which this system can be
implemented. This allows us to completely unburden you
around the purchase of your pharmacy lockers.

Easy management in the cloud.
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Safe lockers for the
hospital staff of the
Reinier de Graaf
Hospital
The care staff of the Reinier de Graaf Hospital use these
lockers by offering their personal staff card at a terminal. A
free, nearest locker will open randomly. The screen shows
the locker number, the name of the user and the remaining
life of the locker. The locker indicates the status of the
locker with a bright LED light (red = occupied, green = free).
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